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A George Foreman grill and a twelvepack of Milwaukee's Best may seem
like all a student needs to enjoy living
off-campus, but what every student
month ALL
really needs is thorough knowledge of
010 , S3
Included I pt.i po'Nor, 4 pcor0,;
their rights as a tenant and their role as a
member of the community.
Just weeks into the semester, students
who want to live outside the residence
Photo Illustration by Brady Whealon/WINONAN
halls are already signing leases for the
A good deal may not alway pan out. Students should carefully read a lease before
2007-2008 school year.
signing it so they are aware of what landlords expect of them.
Many students entering these binding
contracts are unaware of important rules
and regulations that affect their homes
every year in matters regarding off-campus
Most regulations are case-sensitive and
and, more importantly, their checkbooks.
housing and offers the following advice:
vary according to each landlord.
As Winona State's legal advisor,
Other ordinances include removing
attorney John Plachecki counsels students Read the lease and don't be
upholstered furniture from porches and
yards and emptying garbage containers
afraid to make changes
"About two percent of students actually every seven days.
Winona State community relations
read the lease," Plachecki said. Most
landlords use a generic lease agreement, liaison Vicki Englich has compiled these
so make sure everything is clear and ordinances in an informational pamphlet
that also includes tips for getting along
understood by both parties.
For example, can students paint the with neighbors, a safety checklist, advice
walls? Can nails be used or—heaven for hosting parties and important outside
forbid, duct tape? Are students responsible resources. The pamphlet will be available
Percentage of Winona Star
for shoveling the snow or mowing the in Oct. in the student union.
University students tha
grass? If the answer is yes, the lawn
As a member of the Winona Housing
off-campus according
spring 2006 survey from
cannot reach more than six inches high Association, Englich also emphasizes
and the snow must be shoveled 24 hours
after snowfall.
See RENT, Page 5
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Senate president bypasses proper approval process
President Soderberg purchased a
$1,200 matching
loveseat and sofa
set during the
summer without
seeking senate
approval
Elena Grimm
Amber Dulek
WINONAN
Student senators at Winona
State University are sitting
pretty with the purchase of a
Doug Sundin/WINONAN
plum, microsuede coach and
loveseat set located in their An up-close view of the plush microsuede sofa Student Senate President Carl Soderberg
Kryzsko Commons office.
purchased for the senate offices during the summer. "I did have second thoughts," SoderThe purchase, approximate- berg said last Wednesday. "I called to cancel the order, but it was too late."
ly $1,240, was special-ordered
Soderberg was approached ation.
from Slumberland Furniture read to fellow senators.
in
June by student activities
"Because senate was so fis"I
did
this
with
the
underand delivered to the senate ofdirector
Joe
Reed
about
$5,900
cally
conservative last year,
standing
that
during
the
sumfice over the summer.
mer,
when
the
senate
wasn't
of
unused
funds
in
last
year's
there
was
extra money," SoStudent Senate President
derberg
said.
"I wanted to do
around,
a
decision
had
to
be
senate
account.
Carl Soderberg made the purReed
told
Soderberg
if
it
things
better
for
the office and
made
and
I
made
it,"
Soderchase without consulting other
wasn't
used
by
the
fiscal
year
the
students."
berg
said
in
the
e-mail.
senators.
According to the student
The purchase was "time- end, it would be put into a reAt last week's student sensensitive,"
he
said,
as
the
new
serve
fund
that
would
be
virsenate
constitution, the treaate meeting, Soderberg exfiscal
year
began
July
1
when
tually
inaccessible
for
senate
surer
is
responsible for finanplained his reasons behind the
cial
decisions.
Any purchase
school
was
out.
use—a
"use
it
or
lose
it"
situpurchase in an e-mail that he
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Benchmark offers paid internships
Winona State University
announces a partnership
with Benchmark Electronics
Inc. to create an educational internship program designed for students wishing
to participate in meaningful
assignments relative to their
academic area of study.
Benchmark provides
summer and 15-week (semester) internships. Participating students will
gain on-the-job experience
with seasoned professionals, while at the same time
earning academic credit and
competitive pay.
Requirements for the internship include a minimum
grade point average of 3.0
(on a 4.0 scale), completion
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of the freshmen year of college
before the internship/independent study begins and authorization or eligibility to work by
law in the United States.
The internships focus on
majors in business, engineering, logistics and management.
Depending on current business needs and availability of
students, students majoring in
accounting, computer science,
management information systems, mathematics and human
resources may also be considered.
The paid internship program
is sponsored and governed by
the Dean of the College of
Business and Benchmark's
general manager.

of $100 or greater requires approval by the senate.
"It was a misjudgment on
my part," the student senate
president said. "I should have
received proper authorization."
Former senator Ezra Kazee
said that the money could have
been used in a different manner, but it came down to a transition period.
Soderberg said that he did
consider other options to use
the extra funds, all which centered around office needs. He
said that he decided to replace
the furniture because the old
furniture was "mismatched,
ugly and old."
"This is more professional
and inviting and increases the
aesthetic value of the office,"
Soderberg said. "It's more welcoming and warm."
"The furniture was not all
that old," Kazee said. "You can
blame it on (former Student
Senate President Ryan Flynn),
or Soderberg, or a bunch of
people, but not just one person."
When asked to comment,
Reed said, "This is a non-issue."
Reach Elena at ERGrimm2702@winona.edu.

Senate candidates vying for seats
The Winona State University student senate will be
holding elections until noon
on Thursday, Sept. 21.
The following senate positions are up for this fall's elections: freshmen, sophomore,
graduate and at-large.
Three seats are open for
freshmen senators. Currently,
no candidates have applied for
the positions.
Two sophomore seats are
available with only one candidate, Charles Moberg, running.
One graduate offices is open

and no applications have been
filed for this position.
Senate vice-president Kari
Winter said hopefully there
will be write-ins for vacancies.
In cases of write-ins, Winters said the student with the
most will be called first and
asked if they accept. If they
do not accept, the student with
the second most write-ins will
be called and so forth on down
the list.
Students can log onto http://
www.winona.edu/studentsenate/elections/ to vote.

Got a NOSE for news?
E-mail Amber about current and future positions available at the WINONAN

Primary Elections set the stage
Twenty-two percent of Winona voters showed up at the polls
Elena Grimm
WINONAN
Last Tuesday's primary elections may have only attracted
a handful of area voters, but
the results narrowed the candidates and primed voters for
the general election Nov. 7.
In the 3rd Ward precinct,
which includes Winona State
University students living on
campus, the turnout was seven
percent with 108 ballots cast
out of 1,505 registered voters.
That
averages
eight
voters
per
hour.
The polling location, located on campus in Kryzsko
Commons, "was one of the
worst," said Winona County
auditor Cherie MacLennan.
In comparison, the average number of voters
throughout Winona County
was higher with 22 percent.
"Voter turnout was terrible,"
MacLennan said. She added
that this was a normal turnout
rate for the primary election,
and that many students were not
registered or eligible to vote.
Though Minnesota has
same-day voter registration,
students from out-of-state
must live in Minnesota for
20 days before Election Day.
The auditor's office was
not aware of any situations where out-of-state students were not able to register and vote because of this
stipulation, McLennan said.
Local, state and federal offices, including governor and

many federal and state legislators, are on the November ballot.
The primary election narrowed the Winona County
Sheriff candidates to incumbent Sheriff Dave Brand,
who is pursuing his third
term, and his opponent, Winona Police Sgt. Chris Nelson.
Nelson's proposals for
change by increasing patrol
forces and upgrading electronic communication is how he
hopes to unseat Brand, while
Brand points to his experience
and responsibility in spending.
One incumbent school-board
member and three challengers are vying for two at-large
Winona Area Public School
Board seats. Voters on Tuesday kept school board member
Natalie . Siderius and challengers Stacey Mounce Arnold,
John Goplen and Greg Fellman
in the running for November.
. McLennan predicts having a county turnout of
70 percent higher for the
Nov. 7 general election.
"Minnesota historically votes heavy," she said.
Historically, too, is that
young voters are the least
likely group to show up at
the polls, representing only
5 percent of the vote in 1998.
Winona State student senate is trying to change that.
Though the senate did not push
student votes in the primary
election, it will unroll its "Get
Out the Vote" campaign all
over campus this week to gear
up for the general election.

The goal is to register 35 percent of students by Election Day,
Sen. Jared Stene said. To date,
75 students were registered and
2,650 students are left to go.
Sen. Rick Howden, the
legislative affairs chair, said
that student senators are doing a "ride and reg" campaign
in the shuttles going to West
Campus and East Lake, distributing voter cards to riders.
They will also visit students in their dorms and in
the cafeteria and Smaug.
"We'll be doing some faceto-face contact, trying to let
students know that 'Hey, this
is your civic duty, you should
be exercising it,"' Howden
said. "Our overall goal is to
increase voter participation.
If we can get them registered,
it may incline students to do
some research on the candidates and actually vote."
Closer to Election Day,
student senators will provide education on the candidates and the issues and will
hold debates among state and
Congressional candidates.
Both Howden and McLennan said that they encourage students to drop by the
student senate office or the
county auditor's office with
any questions about voting.
"Some folks get concerned
that the students are voting
and could sway a vote if they
could get out in mass," McLennan said. "I think it's a wonderful opportunity for them."

Volunteers needed for
Ten Thousand Villages' Fair
Winona State University
needs volunteers to help with
the Ten Thousand Villages'
fair trade handicraft sale.
Committee members are
needed in the following areas: location arrangements,
sale display and fixture setup,
finances, advertising and pro-

motion, volunteer solicitation and scheduling, and repacking and return shipment.
Volunteers are also needed to sell the items during the weekend of Nov. 2.
Interested volunteers should
attend the information meeting
Monday, Sept.18, at 7 p.m., in

the Kryzsko Commons Purple
Room 105, or Wednesday,
Sept. 20, at 4:30 p.m., in Dining
Room B in Kryzsko Commons.
F or more information, e-mail
Linda D'Amico at: ldamico@
winona. edu or Molly Yurick at:
MLYurick8540@winona.edu
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Bloedow's Bakery
Winona's hometown
s'a bakery since 1874.
Featuring original donut,
rolls, and bread recipes.

45 I Broadway St. (507) 452-3682
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SmartTown Card equals cash for everyday items
Stephanie Magnuson
WINONAN
College students are often
searching for ways to save
money by any means possible..
With a SmartTown card,
students are able to earn money
while donating to a good cause
with just a swipe of a card.
"The SmartTown card is
very beneficial for students because it saves money," Winona
State University junior Tara
Gazdik said, "College students
are looking to spend the least
amount of money possible
and the SmartTown card allows students to put money

towards things they would
spend money on anyway."
Gazdik says she has between $5 and $10 on her
SmartTown card from filling up her car with gas.
The SmartTown cards are
free to customers and are located at participating businesses.
After a purchase, SmartTown card is swiped and the
customer is given a rebate,
which is decided independently by each business. Of
that rebate, 35 percent is put
on the card to be used by the
card holder at participating
businesses, 35 percent is transferred to the non-profit organi-

zation of your choice and 30
percent goes to Alliance Card.
Gazdik, who also works at
Freedom, says the gas station
employees try to promote the
SmartTown card by explaining
the program and answering any
questions customers may have.
Located in Burnsville,
Minn., Alliance Card is
the company which offers SmartTown program.
Card holders are able to
select a non-profit organization and make any changes
to their account online at
Alliance Card's Web site.
Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Greater Winona have received

IF YOU SAVE A HERO WHAT DOES THAT MAKE YOU?

the largest sum of money from
the SmartTownprogram at $470.
The SmartTown program
began in May 2006 and already
obtained over 3,000 card holders in the Winona community..
The program is intended for
cities with populations under
30,000 and is designed to retain
and increase business within the smaller communities.
According to Winona
Area Chamber of Commerce
President Della Schmidt, the
SmartTown program raised
more than $9,000 to be given to schools, churches and
non-profit organizations.
Schmidt said the SmartTown
program is a win-win situation.
"The community wins by
well-funded local non-profits
serving community needs; the
consumer wins because they
receive a cash reward and a
thank you for shopping locally,
and the business wins because
they have another tool to promote shopping locally and compete with other markets such
as LaCrosse," Schmidt said.
The program is showing community impact in
several ways through an in-

crease in customer traffic,
higher ticket transaction and
positive public relations with
consumers, Schmidt said.
New Ulm, Minn., became
the first SmartTown program
participant with a population
of 13,594 (according to a 2000
U. S . Census) inDecember2005.
As of September 10, New
Ulm's SmartTown program
has earned $11,086.63 for
non-profit organizations.
"We continue to work
on education," said Sharon
Weinkauf, president of the New
Ulm Area Chamber of Cornmerce. "Ensuring that business
representatives ask for the card
to build that appreciation and
customer loyalty and to make
the (SmartTown) a part of the
businesses's marking plan."
"Customers are beginning
to see the accumulated rewards and saying, 'Hey, this
is something I didn't have
before!"' said Weinkauf.
For a complete. list of participating business' visit
ww-w.smarttownalliance.com .

Reach Stephanie at SEMagnus1264@winona.edu .
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More men and women on the front lines are surviving life-threatening injuries than ever before
for one reason: We have the most elite nurses in the world. As a U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive the
most advanced training and have access to the best medical technology on the planet. And whether
you're treating Airmen on foreign soil or their families on bases here in the U.S., you can put all of that
training to use. If you're interested in learning more about a better place to practice medicine, call or
visit us online.

1- 800- 588- 5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE
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Free to customers, the SmartTown card lets students earn
money by making regular purchases while donating to a
good cause.

RENT
the importance of healthy
relationships between students
and community members.

Top Ten (City
Oirdliiintainces
sih SttpodetnY
eintt

"could 1KnoIAv
• Keep gatherings quiet
so that noise cannot be
heard from 50 ft. away
between 10:00 p.m. and
7:00 a.m.
• Don't sell alcohol or
serve minors.
• Park on the odd and
even sides of the street
on odd and even dates
after midnight from Novernber i to April 1.
• Park vehicles in driveways, garages, or on the
street—never lawns. Observe the 20 hour street

parking limit.
• Operate all gas and
charcoal grills away from
porches and decks.
• Remove upholstered
furniture on open porches and in yards.
• Cover garbage containers and empty every
seven days:
• Pick up bottles and
trash from rental yard.
• Mow lawns before
grass reaches a height
of 6".
• Shovel sidewalks within
24 hours of a snowfall.

Continued from Page 1
"Right now there is
tension between students,
residents and landlords," said
Englich. "Unfortunately some
students are not being good
ambassadors, so we need to do
a better job of promoting the
good things our students do."
"Our goal is for our
community to see students
as the assets that they are,"
Englich said.
Picking up garbage in the
yard and greeting neighbors
with a smile are two of the
pamphlet's "tips" for getting
along with neighbors.

Protect your privacy
Students do not have to
tolerate landlords conveniently
popping in unannounced or
performing searches of any
kind.
"By law, landlords must give
24 hours written notice before
entering the residence, or they
are subject to a monetary fine,"
said Plachecki.
Paaaarrrrty!
Speaking of that twelvepack of Milwaukee's Best,
one of the most anticipated
privileges of off-campus
housing can also be one of the
most expensive if students do
not know the "party rules."
Winona ordinance states
that noise should not be heard
from.50 feet away between 10
p.m. and 7 a.m.
Also, all gas and charcoal
grills must be operated away
fnpm porches and decks.
To insure a "good gathering"
Englich recommends going
outside periodically to check
the noise levels, limiting the
number of guests, prohibiting
minors from drinking alcohol
and above all, not selling
alcohol. Keep in mind that the
money you save buying Busch
Light and Pabst Blue Ribbon
won't even make a dent in
underage drinking tickets and
noise ordinance fines.
Make
communication
official
communication
"Any
between the tenant and the

landlord should be done
through a certified letter with
a return-received request,"
Plachecki said. Simply calling
the landlord about the leaky
sink or a broken door lock will
not give the student the same
physical proof as certified mail.
Keep track of these letters and
have a copy in your records in
case a legal situation arises.

Know the 21 day
rule
Minnesota Statute 504B.178
states that tenants must receive
their security deposit within
21 days of the end of the lease.
If the landlord does not pay
within this time and does not
inform the tenant of the reasons
for withholding payment, the
landlord is required to pay
an additional three percent
interest on the deposit.
Landlords can withhold the
deposit to compensate for any
missed rental payments or to
repair any damage done to the
property. Withheld desposits
also must be documented.
To insure that you receive
your security deposit on time,
Plachecki suggests getting
in touch with your landlord
one month before moving
out. "Send them a letter of
statutory interest letting them
know that you are aware of the
21 day rule and also include an
address where they can send
the money," Plachecki said.
Don't get deducted
"The most common way
students get ripped off is by
being charged for ordinary
wear and tear," said Plachecki.
Landlords cannot deduct for
things like worn carpet or a
dirty oven. "If at the end of the
lease the property looks like
it's been lived in for a year, it's
OK—it's supposed to."
Keep your distance
While most students
crave the freedom of a home
without parents and resident
assistants, others make what
Plachecki calls a "major
blunder" by living with their
landlords. This arrangement
may be financially appealing,

but it makes the tenant highly
susceptible to lease violations,
unreasonable stipulations
and financial deductions.
"Sometimes students even
know the landlords as friends
before coming

Remember the
basics
At its core, a student-landlord
agreement is the exchange of
"money for a place to live,"
said Plachecki. If the property
becomes uninhabitable
because of leaky roofs, heat
problems, construction or any
other disruptions, a tenant may
petition to cease payment.
"If a student comes to me
with what I feel is a meritorious
case, I send them to small
claims court," Plachecki said.
According to Plachecki, a
filed complaint typically takes
one month to get a court date
and costs about $60 to file. The
file charge is refunded if the
case is won.
Plachecki can be reached for
consultation at Winona State
on Tuesday evenings from 5
p.m. to 8 p.m. Appointments
must be made at the front
desk of the Art Tye Lounge in
Kryzsko Commons.
Is it too late to
find off-campus
housing?
According
to
Kevin
Brady, president of Bluff
City Properties Inc., heavy
competition for off-campus
housing has drastically
escalated as students who wish
to live off campus next year
are already signing leases.
"I've
been
receiving

apartment requests for the
2007-2008 school year since
July, there is more competition
now than I ever remember,"
Brady said.
Most students looking for
off-campus housing begin
their search via the internet.
Bluff City
Properties'
webpage,
www.
winonastudenthousing. corn
holds a complete list of its
100 available properties and
includes interior and exterior
pictures, maps ofthe properties'
location, floor plans and copies
of leases.
"Almost all shopping can
be done online," said Brady.
After taking into
consideration the property's
proximity to campus, laundry
facilities and off-street
parking, students typically
begin scheduling appointments
to view properties in late
September. Bluff City
Properties begins showing
properties Monday, Oct. 2,
Brady said.
As co-chair of the Winona
Housing Association, Brady
also stresses the importance
of student-community
communication and has
seen an improvement in this
relationship in recent years.
"As Winona State heightens
their academic standards, I've
noticed we've been attracting
more serious, responsible
students who, in turn, are more
serious, responsible tenants,
and I expect that trend will
continue."
Reach
Sarah
at
SABrecht8935@winona.edu .
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More than 70 percent of college students
polled say they have never smoked pot
Kelly Mullins
WINONAN

are less likely to commit a crime,"
said Dean. "When you're under
the influence of alcohol, you're
The number of students using mar- more likely to pick fights and act
ijuana has significantly decreased - at out, whereas when you're under
Winona State University, according the influence of marijuana, you
to last spring's student health survey. simply become lazy and hungry.
The American College Health
Nancy Jensen, health educaAssociation's National College tor and instructor, cautions against
Health Assessment sighted that of saying less students are using,
the 754 students surveyed, a to- stressing that the survey is only
tal of 70.3 percent of students re- capable of giving an idea of who
ported having never used mari- has and hasn't tried marijuana.
juana, compared to 55 percent of
"It's reported use, and that has its
the 847 students surveyed in 2004. flaws," said Jensen. "There's really
Alicia Dean, health edu- no way scientifically, unless you
cator, isn't overly surprised. were to do blood tests, to determine
"It's a very small percentage of who is actually using (marijuana)."
students who
"Comare using marparatively
ijuana," said
to other
Dean, who
colleges,
advises that
it's probdrug use is
ably right
strongly influin the
ence by family
numbers,
origin, social
though,"
-Lea Iverson, seni or graphic design major
groups, peers
J e n availabilsen said.
ity and even religious background.
Todd Paddock, the campus
Dean works with students on advisor for National Organizacampus who have substance vio- tion for the Reform of Marijualations and said that it wasn't na Laws, says that he's surprised
until this week that she had her at results, "but it's possible."
first illicit drug referral. She said
A professor of sociology who
she started seeing alcohol refer- spent eight years teaching a sociolrals before school even started. ogy of drug-use class, Paddock says
Dean said that of all the drug that it's "really striking" how many
violations on campus, marijua- students perceive substance abuse
na is the most common. She at- on campus to be far greater than it is.
tributes this to the unlikelyhood
Paddock hasn't taught the class for
of persons under the influence to the past four years, and admits that he
suffer immediate consequences. doesn't know the most recent numAccording to the campus se- bers related to students' substance
curity report in 2002, seven stu- abuse, but admits the number of students were cited for drug-re- dents who report having never used
lated violations on campus. In marijuana is "dramatically higher
2004, there were 24 citations. than in the past four to five years."
"What we know, and what re"There are big trends in alcohol
search has shown, is that people
under the influence of marijuana
See POT, Page 7

"All my friends in
middle school did it and
were just stupid when
they were high."

*No service fees are charged by our stores.
Individual cardholder fee may still apply.

Limit 2 Jr. Cheeseburgers per person per
coupon per visit. Coupon may not be
transferred, copied, duplicated or hued. Must
be presented to cashier at time of purchase.
Not good with any other offers, discounts or
combos. Good at the Winona, MN Kwlk Trip
stores only. Bvires 1241-00. Lookup /0777.

Campus marijuana use down
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Security Incidents
Wednesday, Sept. 13:
12:05 p.m.— A student
reported harassing behavior
at Lourdes. The incident
took place on 9/13/06 at approximately 1:50 a.m. Matter
referred to the Director of
Security.

concerning a student who
was suffering from an Asthma Attack. EMS notified
and spoke with the student.
Student refused to be taken to
the hospital.

11:38 p.m.—The Winona Police Department was notified
of an intoxicated student at
11:54 p.m.— Several students Maria Hall. Student eventuwere cited at Lourdes for a
ally transported due to level
noise violation. Referred to
of intoxication.
the Hall Director.
11:25 p.m. Security responded to Prentiss-Lucas for
Thursday, Sept. 14:
a noise violation and eventually cited several students for
10:13 p.m, Security
an alcohol violation. Reresponded to Sheehan Hall
ferred to the Hall Director.

Friday, Sept. 15:

Saturday, Sept. 16:

8:40 p.m. Security responded to East Lake regarding a suspicious person.
Upon arrival the area was
checked. An individual was
located who had been camping in the area nearby.

8:19 a.m. —Security responded to the East Lake
Campus regarding a fire
alarm. Nothing found and
matter was referred to the
Engineer.

9:43 p.m. —Security responded to the football field
concerning a high school
football player who was injured. EMS was notified and
the student was eventually
transported to the hospital by
ambulance.

5:30 a.m. —A report of some
damage to the fountain located near Gildemeister was
reported. Matter was referred
to the Director of Security.
Sunday, Sept 17:
10:04 p.m, Security and
maintenance responded to
a trouble alarm in Prentiss-

Lucas. Matter was referred
to maintenance and the Hall
Director.
4:48 a.m. Security notified the Winona Police of a
student at Maria who was
planning on hurting himself.
The police arrived, evaluated
the student and allowed him
to remain on campus with a
friend.
10:00 p.m. —Security responded to a noise complaint
in Building C (East Lake).
Upon arrival the occupants
were warned of the noise
and also cited for an alcohol
violation. Matter referred to
the Hall Director.

Winona State's new Mugby Junction opens shop Thursday
Winona State University will
get its own on-campus coffee
shop Thursday when Mugby
Junction has its grand opening in Somsen Hall, room 116.
Mugby Junction president Carew Halleck said
much of the campus shop's
menu will be the same as that
of the Huff Street location,
but it may change by offering more 'grab and go' items
like pre-made sandwiches.
Halleck said he hopes to use
the Somsen shop to teach in the
future. He is proposing to let
business students run the shop
as a class project, with supervision from Mugby Junction.

The opportunity to independently run a business is a rare
one for students, Halleck said.
Students won't run the shop
until the end of the 2006-07
academic year at the earliest,
Halleck said. The first goal is
to get the shop up and running.
Halleck estimatesabout
75 percent of the customers who visit the Mugby
Junction on HuffStreet
come from Winona State.
University President Judith
Ramaley, a known coffee enthusiast, is among thepeople
excited for the shop's opening.
"This is a
dream come true for anyone

POT

Continued from Page 6

and tobacco and other drugs,"
said Paddock, referring to
the fluctuation of cultural
drug use. Although there
are many ideas which have
been presented, "there's no
agreement within the research community as to why."
Personal experience can
be a strong deciding factor, just ask Lea Iverson.
"I've
never
touched
said
it,"
Iverson.
"All my friends in middle
school did it and were just
stupid when they were high,"
said the senior graphic design major. "I eventually

stopped hanging out with
them and made new friends.
I don't care if other people
do it, that's their choice. Personally it's just not for me."
There are other students on
campus who feel differently.
"To me, it's not any different than drinking, other
than the fact that drinking is
legal," said a senior male. "I
can relax from it and still concentrate. That's something
that makes going through
daily college life much more
manageable and every college students needs (sic)."

who is as much of a coffee
fan as I am," Ramaley said.
Half the room will be oc-

cupied by the preparation area.
The rest will be open for waiting and seating. The shop dis-

places a lounge and vending
machines, which are now scat
tered throughout the building

Welcome back, learners!
www.winonastudenthousing.com
Starting October 2nd, we'll
be showing the best rentals
in Winona, some featuring:
• Great locations (close to WSU)

Gather your friends and roomies, and check
out the listing from Bluff City Properties at

www.winonastudenthousing.com .

We will be taking appointments
for showings beginning

• Off-street parking/garages
• Central air

September 25, 2006!

• On-site laundry
• Dishwashers & disposals
• Jacuzzi tubs!
Don't miss this great opportunity to live
in an excellent rental next year. We have
efficiencies/studios, 1,2,3,4 and 5 bedroom
units, just waiting for you... and heck, bring
your cat* while you're at it!
Check out the antics of Bongo & Fluffy,
our "Feline Renters"...

BLUFF CITY PROPERTIES,

.•

555 Huff Street,Winona
("kitty-corner" from Sheehan Hall)

Call 454-4444 or 450-3288
* Cat allowed with refundable deposit.
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Hardee's adds Mickeys Ice to Malt Menu
Carl Hunter
Op/Ed Columnist
No, not really, but had this
article been appropriately titled most of you would, have
skipped over it.
Those who would have read
this article, had it been correctly
titled, would probably already
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The opinions of this newspaper do not reflect those of the
MnSCU system, Winona State
University, its faculty, staff or
student body. Any questions or
comments should be directed
to the Winonan publication
board, editors or submitted as
letters to the editor.
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know what I'm about to say—
hence completely wasting both
of our time.
Ironically, the crowd that
normally wouldn't read about
the following subject, is actually reading.: _at least for now. ,
So here it goes. There's an
event
that
takes
place
once
every
t w o
years,
the impact of
which could change your entire
life.
This event could save or cost
you thousands of dollars.
How can something exist
that is so big yet not widely
known?
It's because you don't care.
From the 2001 to the 2005
school year, public universities
significantly increased their tuition, fees and room and board
costs.

Across the nation, tuition and
fees are continuing to rise at an
average rate of 7.1 percent.
Three states topped out the
increase: Iowa (52 percent),
Massachusetts (48.7 percent)
and Minnesota (46.8 percent).
Over the next four years, the
average student will pay an extra $5,044.50 (increased cost
in tuition and board).
Except for Georgia's students. Georgia implemented a
four-year freeze on tuition this
year.
That extra $5,000 could
have been used to pay off your
already sizeable college loan;
but instead, it will draw out the
payback period even longer.
These hideous tuition increases were the decision of
state politicians, who balance
budgets and deciding where the
money flows.
Remember, career politicians only have a career if they
get re-elected.
If you have 50 dogs to feed,
but only enough for 25 of them,
you'll feed-the ones who might

bite you the hardest.
Nationally, only 19.3 percent of people ages 18 to 24
voted in the last non-presidential election, compared to 65
percent for those ages 65 to 74.
We don't vote because we
don't pay attention to politics
and politicians don't pay attention to us. Politicians don't
pay attention to us because we
don't vote. (Uh oh, a circle).
This causes politicians to use
us as the quick-fix to the problems facing their voters.
Sharp tuition increases don't
affect the high-school graduate
working in a factory, but they
can definitely hurt the ones attending college.
It kills college students who
don't make the graduation cut.
In 2004, 49.4 percent of
Winona State students did not
graduate within six years.
The tricky part: this doesn't
end with me convincing you,
you convincing your buddies
and so on.
The 16 and 17-year-olds,
who can't vote now, will be eli-

gible at the next election.
Those who were at the tailend of the 18 to 24-year-old age
bracket will be transitioning
into an older voting bracket.
No other demographic has to
deal with continually educating
one-third of their populace on
how to vote.
This "effort" makes it easy
for us to say screw it and allows
politicians to say screw you.
On November 7th, don't let
your future be decided by other
generations—vote.
It doesn't even matter who,
just vote and be counted.
Write in Tony the Tiger for
all I care.
If we don't vote, we'll continue to be bullied.
Those who aren't heard will
bear the burdens of those who
were.
Let's bite, and start forcing
our politicians to feed us too.
Reach Carl Hunter at CRHunter6218@winona.edu.

It's Blockbuster out and Netflix in
Kate Weber
Editor-in-Chief
While heading into Midtown
Foods this weekend, I noticed
a large, glaring sign gingerly
taped to the sliding doors of
Blockbuster. "Closed until further notice." I stepped back for
a minute to let the realization of
what I had just read sink in.
Blockbuster paid my way
through my senior year of high
school back in Wisconsin. How
could Winona do this to such a
popular, well-loved institution?
Honestly, it's very simple:
Netflix. This heaven-sent creation is the best thing to happen
to video rental in a long time.
My first experience with
Netflix was just a few months

Kate Weber, Editor-in-Chief

ago. I decided to be flexible and
let my boyfriend choose the
movies he wanted to see for the
first few weeks. Since it was his
gift, I didn't want to be greedy
and request all girlie movies,
like "Rent," "Pretty Woman"
or "The Notebook."
Then after the seventh war
movie to grace my DVD player, I decided to step in. At first it
was overwhelming—the selection was longer than my current
"to do" list, which I must say is
steadily growing as I type this
column.
Then, slowly but surely,
movie titles that I never thought
I'd think of started popping up
in my head and were readily
available to be sent straight to
my home.

winonan@winona.edu

My anticipation rose as I
checked my mailbox every day.
I would greet the mailman with
a hop in my step—I'm pretty
sure he
was as
anxious
as I was
for the
Netflix to
come so
I would
finally
stop
following him around.
I screamed with delight as
the coveted red and white labeled disc finally arrived in my
four-by-six-inch mail slot.
I sat down, and as the credits started rolling I almost cried

with glee. "The Chipmunk Adventure" brought me right back
to second grade when I hadn't
a care in the world. The only
thing I needed to worry about
what whether the Chipettes
were going to beat the Chipmunks in the hot air balloon
race—and of course they did
because they are the "girls of
rock and roll."
As long as I have my Netflix,
there will never be a need to pay
$4.19 for a video or DVD ever
again. Is this the future of video
and DVD rentals? I haven't a
clue, but I will enjoy every second of it while we still have the
choice between renting online
or heading to the nearest store
on a whim Saturday night.

(507) 457-5119

Letters to the editor
Tater tot hot dish mislabeled in the cafeteria
Jared Stene
Junior
Political Science and Public
Administration Major
I regretfully write this letter
with disappointment in our dining services offered at Winona
State University.
During the week of August
28th, I witnessed a violation
of a great Minnesota tradition
that has been ingrained into
our state for many generations.
While dining at the Jack Kane
Dining Center one afternoon, I
discovered that tater tot hot dish
was improperly labeled tater tot
casserole.
I feel that our dining service,
Chartwells, has let this Minnesota university down. As a
proud Minnesotan for the past
21 years, I grew up with tater
tot hot dish prepared by my
mother; I come to Winona State

and was very disappointed at
the mislabeling of this classic
meal.
I have noticed however in
previous years that this meal
was labeled properly as tater tot
hot dish. But suddenly Chartwells has flip flopped its position on the great hot dish versus
casserole debate.
I, for one, am agitated that
Chartwells has abandoned Minnesota. I do not feel it is necessary that Chartwells, currently
serving a MnSCU institution
should cater to non-Minnesota
food labeling. Although I do
not necessarily disagree with
the labeling of tater tot hot dish
as casserole outside of Minnesota, I do however agree that
Chartwells needs to adhere to
theMinnesota traditional labeling.
Some examples would include pop, drinking fountain,
duck duck grey duck and of
course our beloved hot dish.
So Chartwells, on behalf of all
Minnesotans: please stop vio-

lating our food traditions and
adhere to tater tot hot dish.

Proper flag-flying etiquette
a must
Kathy Rollinger
9 Wenonah Road
Minnesota City MN 55959
507-689-4503
It is the universal custom to
display the American flag only
from sunrise to sunset on buildings and on stationary flagstaffs
in the open. However, when a
patriotic effect is desired, the
flag may be displayed twentyfour hours a day if properly illuminated during the hours of
darkness.
The flag should be hoisted
briskly and lowered ceremoniously.
Occasional washing in
warm, mild, detergent water
will prevent dirt and pollution
from attaching to the fabric. To

prevent mildew, let your flag
dry thoroughly before storing
it.
Have your flag repaired at the
first sign of fraying, do not wait
for it to be blown to shreds.
Your flag works hard. It
shakes, it trembles, it drapes,
it whips, it snaps, it 'bakes, it
freezes, it ripples, it flutters,
it furls, it twists and it flaps.
When a flag has served its useful purpose, it should be destroyed, preferably by burning.
If you have a flag that is
unserviceable and needs to be
replaced, please bring it to the
Healing Field September 21
-24 at La Canne Park, Hwy
61N, Goodview where we will
be collecting them and delivering them to the American Legion where they will conduct a
proper disposal of the flags.
This also would be a great
time to pick up a new flag.
Sponsor a 3'x5' flag for $30,
and at the end of Healing Field,
the flag and the 8 ft pole is
yours and can be picked up at

How to handle a culture of fear

Samuel Keane-Rudolph
Op/Ed Columnist
Some friends of mine have
been telling me that they're
reluctant to walk in Winona at
night. One went so far as to say
that she didn't like walking on
campus at night.
This, to me, is symbolic of a
far greater problem. Winona is
about as safe as you could ask
a city to be.
You shouldn't need to be
afraid to walk around Winona,
even at night. Yet people are
afraid, not completely without
reason, for their personal safety

More and more, for reasons
unbeknownst to me, Americans
live in a culture of fear.
Instead of confronting our
fears or taking steps to eliminate the causes of our fears;
the most popular course of action seems to be "hide from the

boogeyman under the covers."
We are advised to lock our
doors
and
keep
o u r
children
from
talking to
strangers. We
are advised to put our faith in
the government, the police and
our security systems. We are
told not to go to certain places
at certain times.
We are told that in order to
protect ourselves, we need to
restrict what we can and cannot
do and lock ourselves up—in
our own fear.
This is not the product of a
government or an individual;
this problem is the product of
an entire culture, one that says

that everyone is a victim or
could quickly become one.
I stopped watching the news
because every story seemed to
be a tragedy and an explanation
of how I could avoid the same.
Excuse me.
Just a thought: maybe life
would be a little more pleasant if we would refuse to be
enslaved to the idea of being a
victim. The whole world isn't
out to get anybody.
The vast majority of people
are not out to take my wallet, my life or, even my iPod
(though somebody last year
was, but that person was an exception).
Most people are pretty honest and don't like hurting other
people.
I'm not saying we shouldn't
be sensible. When I walk
around at night, I stick to better-lit areas. And I usually walk
with other people.

12:00 Sunday.
Sponsor it. Own it. Take it
home where you can continue
the tribute to America's children.

Good with Mone-y ?
Become the business mana6er for the
Winonan and earn
moneij while handling
ours. Contact Human
Resources mana6er
Jess Casket) at JBCaskeij 7153@winona.edu
I or more information.
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and we reject ads and letters
I am not going to let irratio- to the editor deemed inappronal fears decide what I do and priate. All letters should comdo not.
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Reach Samuel KeaneRudolph at SKeaneRu4088@winona.edu.

Letters may be sent via email to Winonan@winona.edu
with "letter to the editor" as
the subject line.
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'Does Science Matter'

Arts 2fttertaimmit

forum series discussion
Kai Oehler
Laura Greene
WINONAN
This year, Winona State University's Consortium for Liberal Arts and Science Promotion
offers a series that ponders the
question: "Does Science Mat:er?"
Chances are that Winona
State's science instructors
would support the series and
le idea that science matters—
but what about liberal arts in;tructors?
As English professor James
Armstrong said, "We need to
ask ourselves: do we want our
1:echnology and scientific prominence to decline?"

Take a study break at..

Armstrong said that scienArmstrong will lead a discustific literacy is necessary in the sion in the forum series entitled
21st century.
"The Mind of Winter: Science,
Armstrong said the discus- Poetry and Modernity."
sion on geosciences and dance,
The forum series also inscheduled for Nov. 8, can dem- cludes planned discussion toponstrate "ways of bridging the ics like "The Geology of Beer"
false divide between the arts and "The Science of Shopand sciences."
ping."
He said the forums are also
"The Geology of Beer" is ada "model for students to see the ditionally titled, "How Science
nature of education out in the Matters in Your Everyday Life,
world."
and Why You Should Care."
Armstrong said the series
President Judith Ramaley
gives students and professors voiced her support of the sethe opportunity to continute to ries.
learn outside of class.
"I'm a scientist so I find it in"Professors are constantly teresting," Ramaley said.
talking to each other, trying to
She said that the series toplearn more in their field," Arm- ics have impacted her, and not
strong said.
just because she has a zoologiStudents, he adds, should cal and scientific background.
be seeing how knowledge is
Whether science is a stuconstantly refined through dis- dent's favorite subject or not, it
course.
is a crucial means in understand

ing our world, she said.
In undergraduate education,
Ramaley said, "rarely do we
see the problem through the
lenses of many disciplines."
Problems like global warming, genetic engineering, Hurrican Katrina and New Orleans
flooding, Ramaley said, cannot
be explained by expertise in
science alone.
It's not so much about science, she said, as the perspectives of sciences.
For science to be completely
understood, other fields must
be be considered.
The importance of science
will be examined through, a
variety of non-scientific lenses
throughout the forum series.
Ramaley said the importance
of science requires understanding of personal and cultural disciplines as well.
Ramaley spoke at the opening forum event: "Does Science
Matter to America?"
"If I were to pick a result,"
Ramaley said, the discussions

would "set something in motion."
She said that the series has
already accomplished what she
hoped.
"I left thinking differently
about some things," Ramaley
said. "I hope other people do
too."
"I really respect the energy and imagination from the
people who assembled the forums," she said.
"Does Science Matter to
Modernity?" and "The Mind
of Winter: Science, Poetry and
Modernity" are scheduled for
Wednesday, Sept. 20 at 7 p.m.
in Stark auditorium.
"Science Education: A Balancing Act" and "Questioning
the 'Scientific Evidence' in No
Child Left Behind Legislation"
will be held Wednesday, Sept.
27 at 7 p.m. in Stark auditorium.
Forum events will be held
every Wednesday at the same
time, through Nov. 29.

of 6 and 14. They spend time
with the children, act as mentors and give them the attention they need, said Groth.
He said that most pairs
spend about a few hours together each week and the children thrive from the one-onone attention.
Groth also said that some
matches last several years and
can make all the difference in a
child's life.
The pairs "form a friendship
allowing the children to gain
trust and puts more hope into
their lives," he said.
Groth said Big Brothers and
Big Sisters of Winona is currently looking for volunteers.
They are in need of males20 boys are waiting for a Big
Brother.
Volunteer experience is
valuable for many reasons,
Groth said.
He said it's a competitive

workplace and volunteer students have an advantage—they
can show employers that they
have the will to help the community.
Many companies value
community service and look
for people who connect in the
community, said Groth.
Big Brothers and Big Sisters
was Karissa Kujak's platform
as Ms. Winona.
Kujak attends St. Cloud
State University and has had
a little sister through the program for six months. She said
she can really tell her own impact on the child's life.
Kujak said that it's hard for
college students to spend money on their little brothers or sisters, but the organization plans
events for them and they get
discounts in the community at

Volunteer opportunities in Winona are valuable
Lindsey Hon
WINONAN

SUg■ibitYS!
App & A Tap Day
From 12-6pm
Every Sunday
Buy any appetizer at full
price and get a pint of your
favorite beverage FREE!

Winona County has many
needs and real issues that allow
people to make a difference in
society.
These changes are within
the grasp of Winona State students, they can do it, said program director Jim Groth Big
Brothers and Big Sisters of

Winona.
Jamie said it's Winona
State's mission to form "a
community of learners dedicated to improving our world."
And he said Winona State students should start practicing
this mission now.
There are over 100 Winona
state students who volunteer
at Winona's Big Brothers and
Big Sisters organization.
The students are paired up
with children between the ages

Fresh Faith

Lookkrig For a
Church?

DAYS, ONLY
EFFERSON
& GRILL.
ENTER ST.

Coffee .and Bageis 1.030
Service 11:00
402 Meth Street
Across from Mermaid

A Diffitrent KM of Church

Relaxed atmosphere
Open discussion
Eneouragement
Friendship
Good Coffee

See VOLUNTEER,
Page 12

Em lo ers plan to increase amount of entr -level hirin
(MILWAUKEE, WIS.)—As
the class of 2007 enters the fall
semester, CollegeGrad.com ,
the top-ranked entry-level job
site previews entry-level hiring
trends for this year's graduating class.
According to a recent survey
by CollegeGrad.com , 55 percent of entry-level employers
are planning to hire more college grads in 2007 than they
hired in 2005. Another 35
percent of employers are plan-

ning to hire at the same level in
2007, many of whom already
increased their hiring in 2006.
Only 10 percent of employers
expect their hiring to be less in
2007.
"This is shaping up to be a
great year for college recruiting," said Brian Krueger, president of CollegeGrad.com . "The
hiring increase that we're seeing is consistent throughout the
nation and across all majors."
Why the increase? Employ-

ers are singing the praises of
college grads. "The talent we
find on college campuses is a
terrific way to bring an influx of
energy and enthusiasm into our
business," said Rachel Koenig,
national manager of recruiting
and development for ConsolidatedGraphics.
Other employers cite an aging workforce and are anticipating an increase in retirement.
As entry-level employers are
gearing up for a busy 2007 re-

cruiting year, upcoming college Employers Survey.
"While
grads should begin their job 2007 numbers are yet to be
searching now.
determined," said Krueger,
Krueger said, "Many top "we're looking forward to anemployers are already hiring other very positive growth year
for next year. for entry level hiring.
The earlier you start, the CollegeGrad.com will again
greater the number of opportu- be conducting its annual Top
nities that will be available to Entry Level Employers survey
you." that will further outline 2007
College grad hiring saw a 7.8 entry level hiring trends.
percent increase in 2006 over
2005, according to the CollegeGrad.com Top Entry Level

Amber Dulek
Lindsey Holl
WINONAN

ceived two tickets for the formal event and asked him to go
with her.
The presidents began the
night by co-hosting a pre-ball
social with hors d'oeuvres at
the Tau Center Rotunda, said
Soderberg.
After, they went to Signatures restaurant where they
enjoyed dinner and socialized
with many community lead-

ers, local business owners, city
administrators and others involved with community health
in Winona, Soderberg said.
The dinner was a five-course
meal and began with a salad
then split soup, which was half
roasted carrot and half potato
leek. Sorbet, to clean the palette, was served before the
main course of grilled steak
and shrimp with roasted, garlic

potatos and carrots. After the was a lovely night."
dinner came dessert.
Ramaley and Soderberg even
Reach Amber Dulek at
had a formal photo taken.
AMDulek2893@winona.edu.
Soderberg said, "I had the
pleasure of escorting President
Reach Lindsey Holl at
Ramaley."
LAHo117636@winona.edu.
Soderberg said there were
various fundraisers at the event,
including raffle tikeets and a silent auction.
According to Soderberg, "It

•
Two camp us preside nts enjoy a formal charity event

Winona State President
Judith Ramaley and Winona
State's Student Senate President Carl Soderberg enjoyed
"A Night to Remember" to celebrate the Winona Health Auxiliary Benefit Birthday Ball.
Soderberg said Ramaley re-
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EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR RESUME.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE.

Strengthening your personal skills is not the only
benefit of joining the Army. You can also receive
cash bonuses and money for college. If you qualify,
you can receive a $40,000 Enlistment Bonus, $65,000
College Loan Repayment or $71,000 from the Army
College Fund. Find out more at GOARMY.COM or
1-800-USA-ARMY.

For more
information call

507-454-0990
ask about our
student loan
repayment

Where: 1215 GILMORE AVE STE D, WINONA MN, 55987
When: Monday to Friday 9 AM - 5 PM
Who: Your Local Army Recruiter
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Volunteer
certain places. She said she has
even received free Twins' baseball and Vikings' football tickets through the organization.
Another possible organization to volunteer at is the Winona Humane Society. Lee Seeling, cat-care coordinator, said,
"Animals accept you for who
you are." ,
Seeling said that some volunteers come in after having a
bad day and spend time with
the animals to feel better.
There are four Winona State
students that volunteer at the
Winona Humane Society. Seeling said there is another group
of Winona State students that
are probably going to start volunteering within the next couple of weeks.
The Winona Humane Society takes in stray and abandoned animals from Winona
County and finds them a new
home, said Seeling.
Right now, the Winona Humane Society has about 122
cats and four dogs, she said.
Volunteers at the humane society are responsible for keeping the facility clean so the
animals stay healthy. This includes giving the animals food
and water, in addition to giving
the cats and dogs the attention
they need to be good pets, said
Seeling.
There is a large play pen area
for the animals and volunteers,
that helps them get the muscle
exercise they need, she said.
Volunteers usually come
in for about two to four hours
each week depending on their

Continued from Page 10
schedule.
Seeling said that volunteering not only looks good on a
resume but shows that a person
can be responsible even if there
is no monetary pay involved.
She said the good feeling of
helping the animals outweighs
the money.
The Winona Humane Society is always looking for volunteers. If interested, log on to
www.winonahumanesociety.
org or stop by the facility.
Stephanie Orr, volunteer
coordinator at Habitat for Humanity, said there are at least
500 Winona State students in
the campus chapter of Habitat
for Humanity.
Habitat for Humanity builds
houses with low income families and by using volunteers to
make the building affordable,
said On.
The Winona State chapter raises money to help build
houses, raises awareness about
the need for affordable housing
and physically helps build the
houses.
On said that there are over
2,500 volunteer hours put in
to each Habitat for Humanity
house.
Habitat for Humanity has
built 27 houses in Winona
County, giving over 100 people
decent and affordable housing,
said On.
Winona's Habitat for Humanity ReStore has turned over
410 tons of useable building
materials from the landfill in
the three years they have been
open.

nna Ligoc
rl A
DeDe Olson walks one of the five-month-old puppies. Olson has
worked at the Winona Humane Society for over five years.

On said the ReStore helps Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
keep items out of the landfill and on Thursdays is open until
and helps recycle materials that 7 p.m.
can be used to build or improve
Right now, volunteers are
homes.
needed at the ReStore for three
The general public can pur- to four hour shifts. Volunteers
chase items at the ReStore, should be able to do data entry,
which is located at 77 Laird customer service and process
St. and open Tuesday through donated items, said On.

If interested, contact Joan
Anderson at 474-6075.
On said volunteering is
a "great way to give back to
the community and learn new
skills. It's a great experience to
give beyond yourself and work
with others to make a better
community."
Barbara Larsen, associate
director of Winona State's Career Services, said volunteering
is very important. The skills
that people can develop as volunteers include organizational
skills, team building skills,
time management skills, leadership skills and interpersonal
skills.
St. Cloud State University
did a study in 2005 on what
the top skills that employers
look for. The top five skills that
they found were the skills that
volunteers can develop, said
Larsen.
Larsen said companies look
for employees who will represent them in the community
by volunteering, which also
allows for networking. Larsen
said she has met hundreds of
people through volunteering
—a networking experience allowing for possible job opportunities.
Without volunteers many
organizations can't survive and
volunteer organizations are a
very important part of our society, said Larsen.
Reach Lindsey Holl at
LAHo117636@winona.edu

Season four of the Great River Shakespeare Festival
of the festival, which will run
from June 29 to Aug. 5, 2007.
Anchoring GRSF will be two
Shakespeare
plays, "As
House for Rentl 2 bedroom, You Like It,"
a comicmediwasher,dryer on site, Air
tation on love

Winona State University and
the Great River Shakespeare
Festival announces season four

conditioned, 2 Sun Porches!
$595/month Available Immediately. Contact Rebecca at
612 ,366-27244

in all its guises directed by Paul
Barnes, and "Macbeth," a legend of ambition, suspicion and
the morality of power directed
by Doug Scholz-Carlson.
Season four will continue
GRSF's traditions of Company Conversations and Festival

Mornings at the Blue Heron
Coffeehouse, along with its variety of education workshops.
Festival leaders are busy
launching 2007 production
planning sessions.
In its first three seasons,
nearly 30,000 people came

from Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois and across the
United States to attend the
GRSF. Season four tickets go
on sale Oct. 18.
For information, call 507474-7900 or visit www.grsf.
org.

• Get ex erience that8*11.1111:::
Apply to be a feature repo rter at the 11'inonan If interested` cord
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Roberts: 'Beerfest' is ridiculous
Jonathan Roberts
WINONAN
Broken Lizard, the comedy
group behind "Super Troopers"
and "Club Dread," has done it
again.
After the mild disappointment of "Club Dread," the nutjobs who brought you "Super
Troopers" return with an insane
movie about the joys and challenges of drinking beer.
It all begins when Jan and
Todd Wolfhouse travel to Germany to spread the ashes of
their deceased grandfather, as
per the family custom. Their
grandmother gives them specific instructions on who will be
their guide and where to meet
him. One word, Oktoberfest.
If you've been to La Crosse
then you know what I'm talking
about. If you've been to Milwaukee then you really know
what I'm talking about. If you

have no idea what Oktoberfest
is, except that it might happen in October, then you don't
know what I'm talking about.
Let me help.
Oktoberfest is an annual
celebration where the German
people celebrate the harvest
by wearing lederhosen, dancing and eating bratwurst (with
kraut! Holy Crap!)
I can't think of how many
times I've had brats in Minnesota and people don't put kraut
on them. What is wrong with
you? Besides, your brats taste
like crap. Go to Milwaukee, it's
the closest you'll ever get t6
a real Bavarian bratwurst and
way better than the crap you
get on this side of the river. Oh
yeah, they drink mass quantities of beer at Oktoberfest, too!
That's exactly what this
movie is about, drinking beer.
So when Jan and Todd get
to Germany, their guide takes
them to another part of the

celebration in an underground
room, and gets shot and killed
shortly after entering.
It sort of feels like fight club
but with less Brad Pitt kicking
peoples' asses and more national teams drinking tons of beer.
The Americans are harassed
by the leader of the German
team and owner of the largest
brewery in Germany—Wolfgang von Wolfhouse—and to
stick it to the man, the American boys decide to challenge
the Germans to a drinking contest and get owned. So, in retaliation they pledge to be back
next year with their own drinking team to beat the Germans
and win back their honor and
the honor of their grandparents,
who Wolfgang calls a whore
and a stable boy.
If I tell anymore it will give
away all of the funny parts and
you won't want to go see it. So,
I will tell you this: this movie is
completely ridiculous. "Harold

and Kumar" ridiculous.
There are not as many oneliners that you'll be able to repeat for months like in "Super
Troopers" but it is still really
funny, especially if you like
edgy humor and blatant comedic ploys.
WARNING: if you don't
like seeing women's bare
breasts then you might want to
stay home, or cover your eyes.
There are quite a few, but they
come in groups, so you won't
have to cover your eyes constantly.
If you liked "Super Troopers" you'll more than likely enjoy "Beerfest" but if you think
stereotypes, crude jokes, and
topless women are distasteful,
immature and not funny, than
you're boring. Just kidding!
You just have a strict sense of
humor. When you stop laughing at farts you are officially
boring.

Reach Jonathan Roberts at
JPRobert1732@winona.edu

Jay Chandrasekh .r, Kevin. Hef-

tint"'
R: for pervasive crude anal
sexual; content, language..nun
dty and substance abuse.
Roberts' Rating
B for Beer. Boobs, and Be
ig almost goad as Super

Winona State history professor's article on bloodhounds published in 'The Journal of Southern History'
In contemporary times,
bloodhounds known for their
keen scent abilities are used by
law enforcement to aid search
and rescue missions.
Two centuries ago, military
strategists and slave owners
employed the bloodhound to
propagate racial dominance
by hunting, viciously attacking and sometimes killing Native Americans and runaway
slaves.
Winona State University
history professor John Campbell's article, "The Seminoles,
the Bloodhound War and Abolitionism, 1796-1865," focuses
on how abolitionists used the
vivid imagery of bloodhounds
ruthless human-hunting to symbolize the ill treatment of Native Americans, the inhumanity
of slavery and to mobilize the
anti-slavery movement.
The "Journal of Southern
History," a prominent scholarly
journal, published Campbell's

Campbell
article in the May 2006 issue.
The article is part of a larger
book project Campbell is working on, tentatively titled "The
Dogs of Slavery," which explores the role of dogs in slavery and the anti-slavery move-

ment in America.
Campbell's interest in
dogs and slavery began
almost 20 years ago while
writing his dissertation at
the University of Minnesota, where he earned his
doctorate degree.
Since 1992, Campbell's research has taken
him to Washington D.C.,
Florida, New York and
England, but he did much
of his research for the
article at Winona State's
Darrell W. Krueger Library.
Campbell's topic has
present-day applications,
he said, citing the recent Abu
Ghraib Prison scandal, which
used dogs to intimidate prisoners.
Campbell said that his work
on the article has made him a
better teacher.
"Being steeped in my own
research has allowed me to

teach from the trenches," he
said.
The student-teacher relationship is not a one-way street. Student research projects turned up
sources where Campbell said he
might not have thought to look
while researching his article.

As a teacher, Campbell
hopes to foster intellectual curiosity, encourage life-long
learning, and make Winona
State a more intellectually alive
place to learn.
The article, Campbell said,
represents that pursuit.

The Taste You've Been Craving

Now Delivers!
4 -7 pm,
7 days a week
Need minimum of $10.00 purchase.
619 Huff St. - Winona
Phone 507-452-1170
Fax 507-453-7887
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One-on-One: NL Wild Card race wide open
Baseball doesn't get more exciting than this season's
National League Wild Card race—five teams are in the
hunt for one playoff spot
Scott Swanson
Sports Editor
Eds. Note: Sports reporter
Chandler MacLean and editor
Scott Swanson are debating
who will win the National
League wild card. Reach Scott
at SDSwanso 3092 @w inona.
edu. Reach Chandler at
CLMacLea9357@winona. edu
Chandler: Major League
Baseball has a painfully long
regular season, 162 games in
all. I understand why some
people find the sport a bit dull,
but fall baseball is a different
story. Baseball awards the
fewest playoff spots of any
major professional sport. It gets
exciting down the stretch. This
year is no exception. With just
two weeks to go in the regular
season, half of the teams in
the big leagues (15 of 30)
have playoff hopes intact. Last
week we covered the highly

competitive American League
wild card chase. Wild indeed,
but nothing compared to the
wide open race for the National
League wild card. Eight teams
are within seven games of the
NL wild card. By comparison,
only two teams are within seven
games of the final AL playoff
spot. I'm taking the Phillies.
And I'll begin my argument
with some fightin' words since
I know who Scott's taking. In
terms of current value, Barry
Bonds is a poor man's Ryan
Howard. Burn!
Scott: Ryan Howard is a
poor man's Barry Bonds when
Bonds was in his prime, but
that's a whole `nother story.
You are correct though, I'm
picking the San Francisco
Giants to come away with the
National League Wild Card
when all the dust has settled.
The Giants and Barry Bonds
have picked the right time to
heat up. Bonds is batting .375
with eight home runs in his
last 20 games. Meanwhile, the

AP Photo
San Francisco Giants starting pitcher Matt Cain is 13-9
with a 3.75 ERA in his rookie campaign. The 21-year old is
sporting a 0.00 ERA in the month of September.
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Giants have won 20 of their
last 31 games. They are also
the most experienced team in
baseball, which will give them
the edge.
Chandler: The Phils are an
offensive machine. Howard
(.314 BA, 57 home runs,
140 RBI), second baseman
Chase Utley ( .300/28/90)
and shortstop Jimmy Rollins
(.274/21/72) are all having
more productive seasons than
Mr. Bonds (.262/24/68). The
Phillies lead the NL in runs
scored (790), the Giants rank
11th (684). I can't even name
an everyday position player on
the Giants outside of Bonds.
Jeff Kent? No. Edgardo
Alfonzo? No, again. The Phils'
pitching isn't anything special,
but with a 4.66 team ERA and
an adequate staff led by rookie
sensation Cole Hamels (8-8,
4.21 ERA) and up-and-coming
Brett Myers (11-6, 4.04), the
Phils' pitching is at least a
serviceable compliment to
their high-powered offense.
Scott: Hold the phone.
Jimmy Rollins is having a
more productive season than
Barry Bonds? Does Rollins
lead the major leagues in
any significant statistical
categories? Because Barry
Bonds leads the MLB in
on-base percentage (.457).
At 42 years old, he gets on
base more consistently than
Albert Pujols, Ryan Howard,
or anyone else in the game.
Bonds also has more home
runs than Rollins and his
batting average is just under
Jimmy's (.274 to .262). It's
not my fault if you can't
name any everyday Giants
players. Never heard of Shea
Hillenbrand — a career .287
batter? It's disappointing
you're not familiar with
Omar Vizquel, one of the
best shortstops in the history
of the game and currently

batting .301. And don't forget
second baseman Ray Durham
(.296/24/89), whose statistics
are only a notch below Utley's.
Chandler: Yeah I said it.
Jimmy Rollins is having a
more productive season than
Barry Bonds. BA, HR and RBI
stats are a push, surprising
when you consider we're
comparing a lead-off hitter
to a clean-up hitter. But let's
talk about the other skills that

Chandler MacLean
Sports Reporter

and outdated has-beens. Your
Giants tend to lean towards
the latter. Intimidating lineup
featuring Barry in the middle?
Maybe back in '96.
Scott: It's not just the
Giants lineup that can carry
them to the
postseason.
Their starting
pitching, led by
rookie sensation
Matt Cain, will
come through
in the clutch.
Cain has been,
hands down, the
best pitcher in
baseball over the
last month. That's
right, look up the
numbers. The 21year-old has given
up just one run in
his last six starts,
going 5-0 in the
process. His ERA
in the month of
August was 2.65
and thus far in
September it's
AP Photo
0.00.
Combine
Philadelphia Phillies first baseman Ryan
Cain
with
Jason
Howard is hitting home runs at an asSchmidt,
who
tounding pace this year. The slugger has
has been one of
57 longballs with two weeks to play.
the best starters
this season, and
win games. Rollins has 35
you have one of the top 1-2
stolen bases to Bonds' three,
pitching punches in baseball.
and 114 runs to Bonds' 69.
In all honestly, it's not looking
Rollins is also among the
very good for the Giants or the
premier defensive shortstops
Phillies. It's starting to look
in the game, while Bonds is
more and more like the NL
no more than a liability in
West will send the Dodgers
left field. As for the Giants
and Padres to the playoffs.
wily bunch of veterans, I'll
The Giants and Phillies will
take young players on the rise
really have to heat up if either
over aging vets on the decline
team has hopes of making the
any day. There's a thin line
playoffs.
between seasoned veterans

Against the Grain: Barry Bonds vs. Lance Armstrong
Scott Swanson
WINONAN
Two of America's most
prominent athletes of the last
decade have a lot in common.
Barry Bonds and Lance
Armstrong have dominated
their sport like no one else.
Both have defied the odds to
accomplish feats never previously witnessed.
Armstrong won the Tour de
France an unprecedented seven
times while Bonds has won
an unparalleled seven Major
League Baseball Most Valuable
Player awards.
Both have also been surrounded by a cloud of suspicion regarding the use of performance-enhancing drugs.
Both had documents published detailing their use of illegal substances.
Both consistently deny ever
knowingly using performanceenhancing drugs.
Both have never tested positive for performance-enhancing
drugs.
For all their similarities,
Bonds and Armstrong also have
one glaring difference.
One is embraced while the
other is shunned. Armstrong
is a national hero while Bonds
has been vilified unmercifully
by the media and public eye.
Armstrong is America's Superman to Bonds' Lex Luthor.
Armstrong has been named
Sports Illustrated's sportsman
of the year and featured on
the cover 10 times since 2000.
Meanwhile, Bonds—arguably
the greatest baseball player of
all-time—has been on the cover
of SI just four times since 1993,
three of which detailed his alleged steroid use, not his play
on the field.
Not only has ESPN given
Armstrong the ESPY Award for
Best Male Athlete four times,
they also had him host the most
recent ESPY awards in 2006.

M.*

AP Photo
Barry Bonds currently has 732 home runs, second on the
all-time list, trailing only Hank Aaron's 755. Bonds has won
seven MVP awards, four more than the next highest.

America has displayed supreme hypocrisy regarding
these two athletes.
In Armstrong's case, the
American people, government and media have done
everything in their power to
ignore the substantial evidence
mounted up against him. In
Barry's case, the American
people, government and media
have done everything in their
power to prove without a doubt
that Bonds is a cheater, a liar,
a horrible person and in some
cases, should be banned from
the game of baseball.
Don't believe that Armstrong
has as much_evidence mounted
up against him as Bonds? Stop
ignoring it. Consider:
Both have had books written
detailing their alleged use of illegal substances. Armstrong's

was written by two journalists, Pierre Ballester and David
Walsch, in 2004. Armstrong has
also had people close to him,
including former teammates
and a former masseuse, come
forward saying he used.
The evidence against Armstrong is there, but for some
reason only Bonds receives the
assumed guilt. Just last week
two of Armstrong's former
teammates admitted to using
EPO in preparation for the 1999
Tour de France. They didn't say
Lance used, but does it seem
likely that Armstrong's teammates would be using and he
would be saying, "no thanks"?
These are guys he trained with
every day.
Lance Armstrong stood behind Floyd Landis 100 percent
after the cyclist was accused of

using illegal substances during
his 2006 Tour de France victory. Shortly thereafter, tests
revealed that Landis violated
the Tour's drug policy and the
cyclist was stripped of his title.
Three other top cyclists were
. suspended before the 2006
Tolur de F'rride fbf vciMaiing the
drug policy. The use of performance-enhancing drugs is rampant throughout cycling.
A giant cloud also looms
over baseball. But, for some
inexplicable reason, America
ignores the size of the situation,
instead diverting all the attention towards just Bonds.
Since baseball began testing
in 2004, when Bonds won his
seventh MVP award, a much
higher number of pitchers have
tested positive than all position
players combined.
One of those pitchers, Jason
Grimsley, who tested positive
this summer, was asked by the
federal government to wear a
listening device to gather incriminating information against
Bonds. Grimsley refused. How
is it OK for Bonds to be so
singled out, even by our government? What do they have
against Barry?
Before the 2005 season, the
MLB announced the names of
38 minor leaguers who tested
positive and received suspensions—but these are only the
ones that were caught.
The late Ken Caminiti, former National League MVP
(1996), told Sports Illustrated
in 2002 that all but one or two
players on a team would take
amphetamines before a game.
Amphetamines, or "greenies"
as Caminiti called them, are
now banned from the game.
The use Of performance-enhancing drugs in sports is much
more widespread than anyone
would like to admit. Chemists may always be able to stay
ahead of the testing systems.
There is no way to know who

uses and when. Anybody could
be using at any given time. Individuals should not be singled
out the way Barry Bonds has
been. Did anyone expect Rafael Palmeiro would be a steroid
user before he tested positive?
No one ever could have imagined it.
The Carolina Panthers went
to the Super Bowl in 2004 and
it was later found that three
starting offensive lineman used
steroids at the time. But, this
isn't a big deal. No one argues
that the '04 Panthers should
have an asterisk next to their
name, much less be stripped of
their NFC championship.
Steroid use is not simply a
recent issue. Jim Haslett, former NFL linebacker and coach,
admitted recently that he used
performance-enhancing drugs
while playing. He estimated
that 50 percent of NFL players
in the 1980s used.
Prominent statistical analyst Elliot Kalb calls Bonds the
greatest player ever. He delivers an intriguing argument regarding Bonds' alleged steroid
use—"he did it to become the
best baseball player he could
become. John Lennon and
Paul McCartney used illegal
drugs—hallucinogenic drugs—
to create music that has lasted
for 40 years and will be remembered for 400 more. If I studied
art history, I would have found
many great artists who did the
same. Does it mean we dismiss
the music and art because the
artists had an 'unfair' advantage over everyone else who
created works sober?"
It's ludicrous that Bonds
takes on the brunt of the suspicion and criticism of steroid-use
when he is just one of so many
who have 'allegedly' used.
Bonds' unmatchable records
and numbers will stand the ultimate test—the test of time.
Reach Scott at sdswanso3092@winona.edu
•
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Winona State falls to 1-4 in the conference
Adam Stanek
WINONAN
The Winona State University
volleyball team faced another
tough week, bringing its record
in the past two weeks to 2-5.
Last week, the Warriors won
a home match against the University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse
and dropped a pair of road
matches against the University
of Concordia-St. Paul and St.
Cloud State.
Winona State first faced
UW-LaCrosse, who was 12-2
coming in, at McGown Gymnasium.
"We knew this UW-L team
was going to be tough," said
Rudi Balich, one of three Winona State captains.
Despite the tough competition, the Warriors were able to
pick up their eighth win of the
season by beating UW-L three
games
to one.
Winona
State
jumped
up early
as they
had a
22-14
Stankowski
lead in
the first
game.
However, UW-L mounted a
huge comeback, outscoring the
Warriors 14-3 to take a 28-25
lead over the Warriors.
The Warriors regained the
momentum late in the game as
they outscored the Eagles 8-3
to pull off a 33-31 win.
In the second game, the Warriors came out flat, falling behind early.
The Warriors closed the gap
to four 29-25 late in the game,
but UW-L finished with the
game point, tying the match 11
Winona State rebounded
in the third game, stealing the

momentum by putting up quick to the Golden Bears 3-0 in a
Winona State put up a little game-high.
points and jumping up 15-6.
match that lasted only 65 min- more fight in the third game to
Dobie came up with 23 asThe Warriors held the mo- utes.
stay alive, but could not come sists to lead the Warriors.
mentum for the entire game as
The Warriors were blown anywhere close to beating ConWith the loss, the Warriors
they won 30-13 with a domi- away in the first game as Con- cordia-St. Paul, falling 30-21.
dropped to 8-7 overall and 1-4
nant performance over the Ea- cordia-St. Paul came up with a
Leading the Warriors were in the NSIC.
gles, taking a 2-1 lead.
30-14 win.
Stankowski and Meghan PulThe Warriors traveled to St.
"We just took off after that
The second game did not go vermacher, each recording Cloud, Minn. to play the first
second game," Balich said.
much better for the Warriors eight kills.
Sunday match in Winona State
The fourth game proved to be as they were held to only 16
Pulvermacher also recorded volleyball history.
a struggle between both teams, points.
eight digs, tying Balich for a
However, the match proved
but Winona State again
to be a disappointfinished strongly, winment for the Warning the game 30-26
riors as they could
and taking the match in
not come up with
the process.
a win over the 3-9
Balich and Lisa DoHuskies.
bie both had solid perThe Warriors lost
formances.
3-2 in a tough outBalich had 24 digs
ing.
in the effort, most of
Leading the Warwhich went to Dobie
riors was Meghan
for either assists or
Pulvermacher, rekills.
cording 16 kills and
"Our serve-receive
17 digs.
is Rudi's primary
Stankowski also
role," Winona State
put up impressive
coach Connie Mettille
numbers by scorsaid. "Lisa Dobie is a
ing 14 kills and 13
"43W,KM.,>t
very aggressive setter,
digs.
perhaps the best in the
Dobie led the asNSIC."
sist charge by putDobie had a big
ting up 47, along
night for the Warriors,
with nine kills and
recording 10 kills, 10
11 digs.
digs and 52 assists.
Balich led the
Winona State freshdefensive effort by
man Carmen Stankowscoming up with 19
ki also electrified the
digs.
McGown crowd as she
The Warriors next
recorded 16 kills.
match took them to
Warriors' junior capFayette, Iowa Tuestain Kiersten Arendt
day to take on new
also recorded 16 kills.
conference foe, UpWinona State's next
per Iowa Univermatch took them to
sity, but it occured
St. Paul, Minn., where
After this issue of
the Warriors faced the
the Winonan went
No. 3 ranked team in
to press.
NCAA Division II,
Winona
State
the Concordia-St. Paul
will host a home
Golden Bears.
match Saturday
The Warriors hoped
against Minnesota
to pull off a big upset
State-Moorhead.
but ended up with a
Reach Adam at
Doug Sundin/WINONAN AJStanek7497@wishort visit to the Gangelhoff Center, losing Senior outside hitter Megan Pulvermacher (7) and junior setter Lisa Dobie (8)
nona.edu
celebrate a point during Winona State's 3-1 win over UW-La Crosse.
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Warriors struggle at hands of No.4 North Dakota
Chandler MacLean
WINONAN
The Winona State University football team has played in
some physical battles through
the first three games of the season.
But last Saturday, the Warriors really took their lumps.
The No. 23 Warriors (2-1)
were outscored 35-0 in the first
half of a 49-2 nonconference
road
loss to
No. 4
North
-Dakota
(3-0).
The
battered
visitors
allowed
Boettcher
1 0
sacks,
gained
just three rushing yards, had
an interception returned for a
touchdown and saw their starting quarterback, Drew Aber,
get knocked out of the game
with a leg injury.
"We had a lot of breakdowns

along the line of
mistic about Abscrimmage and we
er's availability
didn't protect the
for the rest of the
quarterback," Wiseason, but added
nona State offensive
that Boettchercoordinator Bruce
Aber's competiCarpenter said.
tion in the most
Injury to insult
hotly-contested
came on the first
position battle
play of the second
during the prequarter when Aber,
season—could
the preseason ofstep in and profensive player of the
duce immediateyear in the Northern
ly as the signal
Sun Intercollegiate
caller on WarConference, left the
riors' offense.
game with a leg in"We feel comfortable with
jury
Carpenter
said
Aaron running
Aber tweaked a
the offense," Carcontusion to his
penter said. "He
right (non-plant) leg
has a different
that he first suffered
style (than Aber),
against Emporia
but he can make
Doug Sundin/WINONAN plays."
State the week beWinona State cornerback Shawn Cunningham
fore.
Ironically,
Aber had been defends during the season-opening 24-13 win over
Boettcher started
hobbling through Truman State. The junior had nine tackles.
the first three
the injury in the days
games for the
Boettcher took over for Aber
leading up to the North Dakota
Warriors last season, before
against North Dakota and fingame, watching practice on
he was replaced by Aber folished 9 of 22 for 109 yards and
crutches until late in the week.
lowing a blowout loss to North
two interceptions.
Senior quarterback Aaron
Dakota.
Carpenter said he was opti-

The Week in Warrior Athletics
A glance at the week that was and a peek at the week ahead
FOOTBALL
(2-1, 0-0)

VOLLEYBALL
(8-8, 1-4 NSIC)

MEN'S GOLF

RESULTS:
Sept. 15-17: Fifth place in
RESULTS:
RESULTS:
the
Ery Kaiser Invitational at
Saturday, Sept. 16: Loss,
Tuesday, Sept. 12: Win, 3-1
Oxbow
Country Club (N.D)
49-2 at North Dakota
vs. UW-La Crosse
UPCOMING:
UPCOMING:
Friday, Sept. 15: Loss, 3-0 at
TBA, vs. Saint Mary's at
Sept. 23 vs. Upper Iowa
Concordia-St. Paul
Cedar
Valley Golf Course
Sunday, Sept. 17: Loss, 3-2
WOMEN'S SOCCER
at St. Cloud State
WOMEN'S GOLF
(3-3-2, 1-0-1)
UPCOMING:
RESULTS:
RESULTS:
Tuesday,
Sept.
19
at
Upper
Sept. 16-17: Second place
Saturday, Sept. 16: Win, 2-0
Iowa
at
the
Concordia Invitational at
at Northern State
Saturday,
Sept.
23
vs.
Minthe
Jewel
Country Club
Sunday, Sept. 17: Tie, 0-0 at
nesota
State-Moorhead
UPCOMING:
Univeristy of Mary (N.D.)
Wednesday, Sept. 27 vs. St.
Thursday, Sept. 21 at MidUPCOMING GAMES:
Cloud
State
Week
Women's Invitational at
Friday, Sept. 22 at the UniFriday,
Sept.
29
at
Southcourse
TBA
versity of Northern Iowa
west
Minnesota
State
Sept.
22-23 at the Central
Saturday, Sept. 23 vs. WestCollege
Invite
ern Illinois University

MEN'S X-COUNTRY
RESULTS:
Saturday, Sept. 16: 16th at
St. Olaf Invitational in Northfield, Minn.
UPCOMING:
Saturday, Sept. 23 at the
Griak Invitational in St. Paul,
Minn.

WOMEN'S X-COUNTRY
RESULTS:
Saturday, Sept. 16: 13th at
St. Olaf Invitational in Northfield, Minn.
UPCOMING:
Saturday, Sept. 23 at the
Griak Invitational in St. Paul,
Minn.

Boettcher saw action in nine
games last season, throwing for
826 yards and six touchdowns.
Aber finished the season as
the team's starter and was awarded NSIC honorable mention,
throwing for
2,388
and 23
touchdowns.
The
1opsided
loss did
Peters
offer
some
silver lining.
Dave Braun sacked Fighting
Sioux quarterback Reed Manke
in the end zone for a safety and
the only Winona State score,
narrowly preserving a streak of
157 games in which the Warriors haven't been shut out.
The ground game gained 82
yards, but had the cumulative
rushing total wiped out as a result of 79 negative rushing, 76
of which lost on the 10 sacks.
Junior wide receiver Scott
Peters had a second consecutive strong outing, following
his seven-catch, 68-yard, twotouchdown effort against Emporia State on Sept. 9, with six
catches for 96 yards against the
Fighting Sioux.
The defense held the Fighting Sioux to a 3.8-yard rushing average and scored its first
defensive points on Braun's
safety.
The Warriors open the NSIC
regular season schedule at 1
p.m. Saturday at home against
Upper Iowa (1-2). The Peacocks lost their NSIC opener to
Wayne State 24-14 on Aug. 31.
After last year's loss to North
Dakota, the Warriors reeled off
seven consecutive wins.
Reach Chandler at CLMacL,ea9357@winona.edu
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Planning to quit smoking after college? The odds are against you.
Research shows most students who say they'll quit smoking right after college...can't.

For help, call (888) 354-PLAN

Warriors open conference play with win
Matt Huss
WINONAN

the 89th minute.
Winona State overcame injuries that forced two starters—
The Winona State University junior midfielder Annie Lautwomen's soccer team opened erer and freshman defender
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Lauren Chamberlain—to leave
Conference play with a 2-0 vic- the game early in the first half.
tory at Northern State on Satur- Both players returned to play
on Sunday, and a 2-2 tie at the Univerday.
sity of Mary on Sunday.
"We
The blanking of Northern
had
to
State snapped a three-game
change
losing streak for the Warriors,
some
in which they were outshot 30things
52 by their opponents and manaround
aged only 13 shots on goal—a
a little
three-game total that Winona
bit , "
State matched on Saturday.
Beatty
Omar
"We had 16 shots with 13
said.
on goal, which is always good
to have on the road," Winona "But we had enough quality
State Coach Ali Omar said. players who came out and per"We weren't thinking about the formed."
Sophmore goalkeeperAmanlosing streak, we just wanted
to win because it's conference da Diehm recorded three saves
play. Every game counts and en route to her fourth shutout
we're going for a conference this season.
Although Omar says his
championship.
"We had to open on the road, team was not thinking about
_ and we did exactly what we the three-game losing streak,
wanted they had a flashback to their
double-overtime loss to Central
to do."
Missouri
State two weeks ago.
SeWinona
State
lost on a contronior deversial
penalty
kick, after the
fender
Chris- University of Mary converted a
tine Be- controversial penalty kick of its
atty re- own to notch the final goal in a
corded 2-2 draw.
"Supposedly, there was a
her first
push
on the girl in the box,"
goal of
Walters
Omar
said. "Nobody touched
the season on her, honestly. Their coach
an assist from junior All-Amer- looked at me almost as if he
ican Kayla Walters in the 10th was saying 'I'm sorry that they
minute, and assisted on Amelia called that.'
After surrendering a goal
Kasten's first goal of the year in
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ie

at the in the
ninth minute,
Winona State
answered
back just over
two minutes
later on a corner kick from
Walters • that
curled perfectly under
the crossbar
and into the
back of the
net.
"It
was,
maybe, 32 degrees, with 35
mile-per-hour
winds—just a
miserable day
—and the ball
was all over
the
place,"
Omar
said.
"Kayla put a
little curve on
Doug Sundin/WINONAN
Winona
State
freshman
midfielder
Bryna
Peplinski
controls
the ball during a
the ball with
0-0
tie
against
the
University
of
South
Dakota
on
August
25
at
Maxwell Field.
the wind helping her and
overtime," Omar said. "Heidi is that we went on the road in
dropped it in the goal."
Woerle headed the ball into the some tough conditions and we
Beatty put the Warriors in
net but, for some reason, the didn't lose a game. A win or tie
front with her second goal in as
referee said that the goalkeeper on the road is always good."
many games in the 30th minute
had control of the ball, but she
The Warriors (3-3-2, 1-0-1)
with an assist from Lauterer bewas really inside of her net will finish up their seven-game
fore the Lady Marauders burned
when she caught it."•
road trip this weekend with
Diehm on the penalty kick just
The Warriors were outshot matches against two Division I
nine minutes later.
12-10, but managed 10 shots opponents in Northern Iowa on
Both teams failed to score
on goal compared to the six Friday and Western Illinois on
in the final 45 minutes of the
recorded by the University of Saturday.
second half and in each of the
Mary.
"It's going to be a tough
ten-minute overtime periods,
"That's what we want to do," road trip," Omar said. "But it
despite a golden opportunity
Omar said. "We just want to put will help us prepare for the rest
for Winona State in the first
the ball on goal and hope good of the year and the conference
overtime.
things happen, but they just tournament."
"We had a 'chance to win
didn't happen (Sunday)."
Reach
Matt
at
with two minutes left in the first
"The 'good thing about it MMHuss 1 5 50@winona.edu
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"AS LONG AS WE HAVE A DESIGNATED SMOKING LOUNGE, IT SHOULDN'T E A PROBLEW"
— Paul von Hindenburg

"SURE, HE'S
A BFI
TEMPERAMENTAL
BU•T I'LL BE
QUEEN!"

RORER ...E . HOWARD, Filth. Wift Of:Henry. V114

Ns,

I "I'LL QUIT SMOKING W :EN GRADUATE."

RESEARCH SHOWS THAT
MOST STUDENTS WHO
SAY THEY'LL QUIT SMOKING
AFTER COLLEGE CAN'T
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